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14. On the Quasi.Hausdorff Means whose Weight
Function has Jumps
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Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo
(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Feb. 12, 1964)

1. The quasi-Hausdorff transformation (H*,) is defined by
means of the equation

h*

=, (n]sj["r

(1-r)-d(r),

where the weight function (r) is of bounded variation in the interval
0_<r_<l. This transformation is regular if and only if
P(1)--P(+0)= 1.
We may assume that
(1)- 1, (+0)-0.
For the definition and the properties of this method, see, e.g.,
G. H. Hardy 1, B. Kuttner 3-6-] and M. S. Ramanujan [-9-11.
In a recent paper K. Ishiguro and B. Kuttner 2 proved the
following
Theorem 1. For the regular quasi-Hausdorff means of the
Fourier series

, n______t,
sin

(1)

’=I

we have

lim h* (tn)--

fl

d(r

)f: sinyy/r dy,

provided that the weight function (r) is continuous at r-O, ntn or
and nt O.
This theorem corresponds to the following one of O. Szsz 12-].
Theorem 2. For the regular Hausdorff means of (1) we have

a8

t

.

lim h(t)-

f f
d@(r)

sin ry dy

Here the Hausdorff transformation (H, @) is defined by means
of the equation

h

(1 )- g(),
u=O

where he weih uneion () i

o bounded variation in h interval

01. hi ranormaion i reu]ar i, and onl i,
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,()-q(0)=
and (r) is continuous at the origin. See, e.g., G. H. Hardy 1.
A. E. Livingston 7 and D. Newman 8 have recently studied
the Gibbs phenomenon for this method of summability in the case
where the weight function has jumps.
We shall prove, in this note, the following
Theorem 3. If (r) is a step-function which is continuous at
r--O, then the regular quasi-Hausdorff means (H*, ) of (1) exhibit
the Gibbs phenomenon.
Proof. For the proof we use the method of D. Newman 8.
By Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that
*/" sin y
dy:>-2
Y
for some r with 0< r < oo. Since

/d(r)J

fd+ sin_yy r_
F(r)-- d(r) /sin
f
dy

r

it is sufficient to prove that

y

y dy<O

for some r. This will be accomplished by showing that

(b

remains bounded as

F(r)dr

(a)

F(r) L(1, oo).
We see easily, by partial integrations,
fl_sin y dy__r cos z" -+-0
y

v

r

Hence
r

F(r)-1
since

d(r)

cos-- +0
cos r dq,(r)

-

f"ld,()l -<

+

Id,k(r)

(2)
0(1).

Now we shall prove (a). From (2), we have

fF(r)dr_ ; dr f cos 7d,k(r)+O(1)

=Jde()J
1/r

r

dr+O(1), as v,

where the inversion of the order of integrations is legitimate.
Here we have, for all Y,
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Hence
r

VF(r)drl _2M

d(r) +O(1)--O(1)

as

Next we shall prove (b). From the assumption, we have
where $ (#0) is the k-th discontinuity (jump) of (r) and the summation extends over all such (possibly countably infinite) values.
From (2), we have
0 1
1
r

V(r)+

say,

where V(r) is a almost periodic function. Hence

as T, since [V(r)l is not identically equal to ero.
that, on integration by art,

as T

It follows

, which roves (b).

2. Generally, a weight function (f) may be written as ()
=h(f)+j(f), where h(f) is continuous and

N
Then Theorem 3 may be generalized as follows:
Theorem 4. If (r) is a weight func$ion which has aS least
one jump and is con$inuous at r-O, and if its continuous part

.h(r) satisfies

f

.sin xu dueL(1, ),

(3

then the regular quasi-Hausdorff means (H*,) of (1) ehibi$ She
Gibbs phenomenon.
Proof. Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3,
we see that

(a)

remains bounded as v,

where

F(r)--

fl f
d(r)

v/r

sin y-dy
Y
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as before. Again, from (2),

{v(+ ()l+
As in the proof of Theorem 3 we see
r
IV(r) dr--> M. log T, with M> 0,

say.

T

as T->o. Now put h(r)--ar with an arbitrary constant

f

.

Then

U(r)-- a r cos-- dr

--ajf cosuau du.
From the second mean value theorem of integration, we get the
estimation
as r- o.

as T-->

Hence

f IU(r)

.

Now we put

u()-f co

--fr

r

dr-O(1)

()

cos r-- d{h(r)--h(1)r}+

+(1)f cos r- u() +
where

fr ]U.(r) dr-O(1).
fr lUg(r)[ dr-O(1).
T

Thus, to prove the theorem, it is sueient to show

Here

U(r)-

fr cosr--dh*(r)
cos-- +-- sin

-

eos--.h*(f) g--

w,()- w(:),

h*(r) dr

sin.h*(f) ge
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h*(r)- h(r)-- h(1)r.

Since h*(r) is of bounded variation in the interval 0_<r<_l, it
may be represented by h*(r)--h*(r), where the functions h*(r) and
h(r) are non-decreasing and equal to zero at the origin. Further, we get
r__. h(r) dr-r cos u. h* r__ du -0
r
as v-->oo. Hence

fcos

u-

[W(r) dr-O(1)

W.(r)-

r__si n r__. h(r) dr

,u)sin

ru du.

U

From the assumption (3) of the theorem, we get

f W.(r)ldr-O().
T

Collecting the above estimations we see

r(r) L(1, o),
(b
whence the proof is completed.
Remark. If we put
1
for 1 < <

f()
0

for

< 1,

then the condition (8) becomes

f() sin w g L(1, ).
By using he heorems of Pourier integrals, some further suNeient
conditions on h(f) may be obtained.
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